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Editorial Note
Galen, the medical man of Roman medication, created a major 

contribution through his teachings and writings towards 
moving medication forward as a profession. in contrast to those of 
medical man, several of Galen’s works still exist as original or 
ancient transcripts, some even considerably older than the Venetian 
printing of the Hippocratic Corpus [1]. luckily, we've got 
rather more autobiographic data on anatomist than medical man 
that enables United States to follow his career mutually of 
Rome’s greatest physicians and provides modern classicists 
like Vivian Nutton concrete proof of Galen's work and existence 
[2]. With twenty-one volumes still living, Galen’s individual writings 
square measure longer in content than the whole Hippocratic Corpus. 
fifty three One explicit work written by anatomist that may be 
explored is Delaware Optimo Medico Cognoscendo, or On 
Examinations by that the simplest Physicians square measure 
Recognized, that was written around 177CE. anatomist wrote 
Delaware Optimo Medico Cognoscendo to supply Romans the 
simplest way to research doctors, however conjointly on 
however a doctor will become the simplest doc.54 to grasp 
Galen's analysis of Roman medication, we have a tendency to 1st 
have to be compelled to perceive Galen's history and the way it 
influenced the lens from that he viewed Roman medication [3].

These giant teams of apprentices prompted Martial to write down, 
“I was sickening; however you promptly attended Maine Symmachus, 
with a train of 100 apprentices. 100 hands opaque by the wind have 
pawed me; I had no fever before, Symmachus; currently I even 
have.”77 whereas Martial is inscribing this principally for 
comedic result and should be exaggerating the number of 
apprentices Symmachus had, the sentiment of Romans towards 
doctors are often seen. This bad blood Martial writes towards 
doctors, particularly towards the place system, shows the most 
fault with the system is that doctors accepted payment from 
apprentices although it meant endangering patients, one thing 
anatomist didn't trust or follow [4].

While anatomist shows his talent in surgery and anatomical 
understanding, he asserts the simplest physicians square measure 
ready to cure patients while not having to perform surgery. anatomist 
writes, “I say that you simply ought to contemplate a doc learned and 
wise, trained and skillful, if he will cure with medication diseases that

surgeons treat by creating incision.”82 These medication 
were typically mixtures of assorted plants, spices, and powders that 
were circulated throughout the Roman Empire. In fact, works are 
written by authors that specialize in organizing the varied plants 
and mixtures used for medical functions, like Dioscorides, 
World Health Organization wrote regarding 600 remedies in his 
Delaware medicine [5]. eighty three These remedies were 
utilized in place of the surgeon’s knife for diseases like 
excretory organ stones and were one more mark of a good doc, in 
step with anatomist. With of these skills and coaching anatomist 
suggested for doctors, one may suppose that Roman doctors 
were well-trained professionals. sadly for Romans, doctors were 
typically not professionally trained, and Roman society viewed 
them as charlatans. Earlier this paper mentioned Pliny's 
clarification, that was that Romans felt they must not have to be 
compelled to get hold of saving services.84 This read was additional 
supported by the very fact that several Roman believed solely 
foreigners and slaves stuffed the role of doctor.
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